
the day before. Some were pharmacists or technicians who self-
reported. Others were reported by colleagues. If you ever need
help or have a coworker that needs help, call the Board. And just
remember, finding a job is hard, finding a new career is harder. He
closed by welcoming and congratulating the candidates.

Asking for questions from the candidates for licensure and
hearing none, the interviews concluded with PRESIDENT
MCCONAGHY welcoming each candidate to AIabama.

On a motion by PRESIDENT MCCONAGHY, second by MEMBER
DONNA YATEMAN and a vote of ALL AYES, Alabama licensure was
granted to 47 candidates for pharmacist licensure pending
completion of necessary forms, payment of fees, and collection of
funds.

At 1:50 p.m., the Board Meeting adjourned.

OFFICIAL:

FOR THE ALABAMA STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY:

DAN MCCONA
President

VERSON, RPh
Secretary



some questions most commonly presented to the Board Office for
clarification. It is easier to ask for permission than forgiveness.

Don't ever be afraid to reach out to any one ofus. Congratulations.

MEMBER DAVID DARBY introduced himself as an Auburn
University graduate. He informed the candidates that he was

elected as a candidate at large for a five (5) year term beginning

January 7, 201,4. He has lived in Andalusia around thirty (30)

years and currently he and his wife, who is also a pharmacist,

opened their first pharmacy in 1997 and their second a couple of
years ago. Prior to owning his own pharmacies, he worked his

first fourteen (14) years for a chain retail pharmacy' Mr. Darby

then moved on to the issue of drug diversion. It is a real problem,

but not a new problem. His first encounter with diversion was as a

district supervisor. One ofhis pharmacists had taken one-hundred

& fifty [150) pints of Tussionex over six (6J months. Later in his

district supervisor role, he had to confront a technician who had

taken over 100,000 Lortab. That is when it really hlt home with
him what a problem this is and how colleagues could escape

suspicion and be capable ofsuch erroneous behavior. He advised

the candidates that these fypes of situations can take place in
retail, hospital, mailorder...any setting. Everyone has a system in

place, but the system fails. We, as pharmacists, must maintain
vigilance.

VICE PRESIDENT TIM MARTIN introduced himself and informed
the candidates that he is the institutional pharmacist appointed by

Alabama Governor, Robert Bentley. He is the Director of
Pharmacy for four hospitals within the DCH Hospital System.

Locations include Tuscaloosa, Fayette, Carrollton and Northport,
Alabama that combined has a total of 1,000 beds. He is in his

fourth year of serving on the Board. Licensure candidates were
informed that pharmacy is an "at risk position". A recent survey of
health professionals included pharmacists, nurses and doctors,
indicate that 1 out of 6 will become impaired. Be an exception,
not a statistic. Don't settle for average. He informed the
candidates of the Board of the Pharmacy Wellness Program and of
the tremendous job of the Program's Administrator, Dr. Mike
Garver. He stated that the Board had heard nineteen (191 cases



to evaluate and make justifiable decisions when filling each
prescription. You do not blindly fill prescriptions just because a
physician wrote them. We are in a critical place in healthcare.
Make sure you understand the laws and rules because the Board
will treat you like an Alabama based pharmacist once you receive
your license. To be a pharmacist is an honor and a privilege.

PRESIDENT DAN MCCONAGHII introduced himself stated rhat he
was from Satsuma, Alabama and informed the candidates that his
position on the Board is an at-large position and is voted on by all
licensed pharmacists in the State of Alabama. His father was a
pharmacist and the family has owned the pharmacy since 1952.
Dan said he had experience in many branches of pharmacy
including independent pharmacy, home infusion, nursing homes
and hospitals. He instructed the candidates to read the
Supervising Pharmacist Rule, 680-X-2 -.12, to become aware of the
specific responsibilities in case one or more of them are offered
and accept this designation. Become involved in national, state,
and local pharmacy associations. This allows you to have a voice
and often know what is coming down the pipeline prior to it
taking place. Pharmacy is a profession; not just a job. Also, be
aware of out of state recruiters asking you to serve for their out of
state pharmacy with your Alabama pharmacy license. This may
compromise your license and your career. He closed by
welcoming and congratulating all the candidates to AIabama.
TREASURER BUDDY BUNCH introduced himself and informed rhe
candidates that he was appointed by Governor Bently to serve as
the community pharmacist representative. He is now his third
year on the Board. He began work with Harco Pharmacy in 1980
and in 1997 opened his own pharmacy, Bunch Pharmacy, in
Guntersville, Alabama. He advised the candidates 'don't get into
bad habits'. You may work under or with a pharmacist that has
gotten comfortable bending or breaking the laws or may not even
remember the law. Pharmacists must stay aware of changes and
modifications to the laws. For newly graduated candidates, Mr.
Bunch reiterated to use common sense. If a CII prescription
doesn't look right, don't feel obligated to fill it. He reminded the
candidates that the ALBOP website has a wealth of information on
it including a Question& Answer section which should answer



Bv Recinrocitv:

Ajeesha Abraham
Adam fustin Allen
William Scott Bailey
Dana Nicole Bobeck
Carly K. Bordelon
Nick Alan Carter
Pornpot Chamnong
Sing Chhay
Kerri M. Curran
Robert P. Dasilva
Tinsel R. Dukes

fulya Friedman
Priscilla Gordan Gale

Jordan A. Garrison
Judith Ann Giordano
Odell Glenn
Nicole L. Harris
Katherine L. Hogan

License Uo-To-Date:

Cathy Yarbrough

Rebecca Ingle
William R. Kitson
Frank L, Konzelman
Brian Neil Leyda
Casey Combs May
Michael Mullins
Ronald 0. Pickens ]r.
fohn J. Pierce
Anne f. Poundstone
Mary K. Skinner
Suzanne Sullivan
Farren P. Surati
Nicolas Terranova
Sheeba Thomas
Kelly Todd
Adam Lee Walters
Terri F. Wood

MEMBER DONNA YEATMAN welcomed the candidates for
licensure, asked them to communicate their names, pharmacy
school they attended and where they intended to work in
Alabama or reason for reciprocating.

At that point MEMBER DONNA YEATMAN gave a background on
herself as a chain pharmacist appointed by Governor Robert
Bentley and has begun to serve her five [5) year term effective
January 7, 2015. Donna stated she is a third generation
pharmacist and practically grew up in a community pharmacy.
She has worked as a hospital, mail order & retail pharmacist. She
is currently a District Manager for a major retail chain.
Remember that you, as a pharmacist, have a corresponding duty



INTERVIEttrs
CANDIDATES FOR PHARMACIST LICENSURE

~      ALABAMA STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY

BIRMINGHAM′ ALABAMA

July 15,2015

0n Wednesdaル July 15′ 2015′ PRESrDEⅣr D“IV″CCOⅣИGHy
called the BOard to order at l:30pm.Those present were:

DAN MCCONAGHY      President
TIM MARTIN          vice‐ President
BUDDY BUNCH        Treasurer
DAVID DARBY         Melmber
DONNA YEATMAN      Member
CRISTAL ANDERSON     Compliahce Director

ABSENT:  NONE

‐―        PRESrDEIVT ″εεθttИGHy presented 47 candidates seeking
licensure to the Board:

Bv Exanlination:

JOCelyn Amoo
Laura Christine Gordon

Meredith L.Hageman
Steven David Lee

Ranla Mando
Andrew Mansour
Ann Marie Nodhturft

Young Eun Oh
Fletcher Duncan Ray

Catherine Baah Sarfo

Hanna Sung



licensed pharmacists in the State of Alabama. His family has been

in the practice of pharmacy and owned a pharmacy since 1,952.

He has worked in various fields of pharmacy including
independent pharmacy, home infusion, nursing homes and

hospitals. He instructed the candidates to read the Supervising
Pharmacist Rule, 6BO-X-2-.12, to become aware of the specific

responsibilities in case one or more of them are offered and

accept this designation. Become involved in national/state/local
pharmacy associations. Participate by paying your dues and

becoming active to insure the practice of pharmacy continues to

move forward. Pharmacy is a profession; not just a job. Also, be

aware of out of state recruiters asking you to Serve for their out of
state pharmacy with your Alabama pharmacy license. This may

compromise your license and your Career. He went on to
'welcome'all the candidates to Alabama.

Asking for questions from the candidates for licensure and

hearing none, the interviews concluded with PRESIDENT

MCCONAGHY welcoming each candidate to Alabama.

On a motion by PRESIDENT MCCONAGHY, second by MEMBER

DONNA YATEMAN and a vote of ALL AYES, Alabama licensure was

granted to 10 candidates for pharmacist licensure pending
completion of necessary forms, payment of fees, and collection of
funds.

At L:15 p.m., the Board Meeting adjourned.

OFFICIAL:

FOR THE ALABAMA STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY:

DAN MCCONA
President

SUSAN ALVERSON,
Secretary



MEMBER DAVID DARBY introduced himself, informed rhe
candidates that he was elected as a candidate at large for a five [5)
year term beginning January 7, 2014 and that he was a graduate
from Auburn University. He has lived in Andalusia approximately
thirty (30) years and currently he and his wife, who is also a
pharmacist, opened their first pharmacy in 1,997 and their second
a couple of years ago. Prior to owning his own pharmacies, he
worked as a District Manager for Harco Pharmacy before it sold to
another chain pharmacy. He advised the candidates ofthe various
fypes of drug diversion cases that the Board hears on the
Tuesdays before the business/interview meetings on Wednesday.
The diversion can range from the pharmacy employee placing
drugs in the pockets of their smocks to being carried out with the
trash to be picked up by another individual. Pharmacists must be
vigilant to their surroundings and environment. No matter where
they are, whether a chain or an institution or other branch of
pharmacy, a good pharmacist is a good pharmacist.

TREASURER BUDDY BUNCH introduced himself and informed the
candidates that he was a community pharmacist and began his
second year on the Board in January. He began work with Harco
Pharmacy in 1980 and in 1.997 opened his own pharmacy, Bunch
Pharmacy, in Guntersville, Alabama. He was appointed by
Governor Robert Bentley as a representative of independent
pharmacy. He advised the candidates 'don't get into bad habits'.
If you go to work for someone who has been practicing pharmacy
for a long time and feel that they are violating any law or rule of
the Board of Pharmacy, directly contact a Board Member or the
Board Office for clarification. Pharmacists must stay aware of
changes and modifications to the laws. He discussed the Board's
enhanced website and spoke briefly of the Q&A section which
should answer some questions most commonly presented to the
Board Office for clarification. It is easier to ask for permission
than forgiveness. Ask questions and congratulations!

PRESIDENT DAN MCCONAGHY introduced himself stated that he
was from Satsuma, Alabama and informed the candidates that his
position on the Board is an at-large position and is voted on by all



MEMBER DONNA YEATMAN welcomed the candidates for
licensure, asked them to state their names, pharmacy school they
attended and where they intended to work in Alabama or reason
for reciprocating.

At that point MEMBER DONNA YEATMAN gave a background on
herself as a chain pharmacist, appointed by Governor Robert
Bentley and has begun to serve her five [5) year term effective
fanuary 1,,2015. She informed the candidates that she is a third
generation pharmacist. She has worked as a hospital, mail order &
retail pharmacist. She is currently a District Manager for a major
retail chain. Don't ever underestimate your responsibility and
impact on the public health. We are in a critical place in
healthcare. Make sure you understand the laws and rules because
the Board will treat you like an Alabama based pharmacist once
you receive your license. Remember, to be a pharmacist is an
honor and a privilege.

VICE PRESIDENT TIM MARTIN introduced himself and informed
the candidates that he is an institutional pharmacist and is the
Director of Pharmacy for four hospitals within the DCH Hospital
System. They are located in Tuscaloosa, Fayette, Carrollton and
Northport, Alabama that combined has a total of 1,000 beds. He
was appointed to the Board by Alabama Governor Robert Bentley
and represents the institutional practice of pharmacy. He is
beginning his 4th year as a Board Member this year. He informed
the candidates of the Board of the Pharmacy Wellness Program
and of the tremendous job of the Program's Administrator, Dr.
Mike Garver. He encouraged the candidates if there ever came a

time when they worked with a pharmacist or technician or if they
themselves felt impaired, to contact Dr. Garver with the Wellness
Program. A recent survey of health professionals that included
pharmacists, nurses and doctors indicate that 1 out of 6 will
become impaired. Be an exception, not a statistic. He also
recommended becoming involved in your state associations. "lf
you need help, call us. We want to help."



INTERVIEWS
CANDIDATES FOR PHARMACIST LICENSURE
ALABAMA STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY
BIRMINGHAM′ ALABAMA

July 15,2015

0n Wednesday′ Iuly 15′ 2015′ PRESrDEIVT D4Ⅳ ′ИεσθlV4G″y

called the Board to order at 12:45pm〔 scheduled for ll:30A.M.〕

Those present were:

DAN MCCONAGHY
TIM MARTIN
BUDDY BUNCH
DAVID DARBY
DONNA YEATMAN
CRISTAL ANDERSON

ABSENT:  NONE

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Member
Member
Compliance Director

PRESIDENT MCCONAGHY presented 10 candidates seeking
licensure to the Board:

Bv Examination:
Kathryn Bowerman
Natalie Wynn Gist
Sarah Kate Worth
EE Vonn Yong

Bv Reciorocitv:
Getose G. Altine
Stephanie De La Crus
Cynthia Godfrey
Daniel Hagerman
Yolanda Moody
Dhiraj Singh



Asking for questions from the candidates, MEMBER DAVID DARB\
stated that he heard none. The interviews concluded with MEMBER
DAVID DARBYwelcoming all the candidates to Alabama.

on a motion by MEMBER DAVID DARBY, second by and a vote of ALL
AYES, Alabama Iicensure was granted to candidates for pharmacist
licensure pending completion of necessary forms, payment of fees, and
collection of funds.

OFFICIAL:

FOR THE ALABAMA STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY:

SUSAN ALVERSON′ RPh
Secretary

DAN MCcoNAGH
President



TREASURER BUDDY BUNCH introduced himself and informed the
candidates that he was a community pharmacist and began his second
year on the Board in |anuary. Mr. Bunch informed the candidates that
he was a Samford graduate. He advised the candidates 'don't get into
bad habits'. If you go to work for someone who has been practicing
pharmacy for a long time and feel that they are violating any law or rule
of the Board of Pharmacy, directly contact a Board Member or the Board
Office for clarification. He advised the candidates to use their
professional judgment when filling a prescription, and to mal<es sure
that the order makes sense. It is easier to ask for permission than
forgiveness. Mr. Bunch encouraged the candidates to join a professional
organization to help stay up to date with practice. Mr. Bunch welcomeci
the candidates to the practice of pharmacy in the state of Alabama.

MEMBER DAVID DARBY introduced himself, informed the candidates
that he was a graduate from Auburn University. He informed the
candidates that he serves in an elected position, explaining that the
board is comprised of 2 elected positions, and 3 appointed positions. He
has lived in Andalusia approximately thirty [30J years and currently he
and his wife, who is also a pharmacist, opened their first pharmacy ir-r

1997 and their second a couple of years ago. He informed the
candidates that he feels that a good pharmacist is a good pharmacist, no
matter the practice site. He advised the candidates of the various fypes
of drug diversion cases that the Board hears on the Tuesdays before the
business/interview meetings on Wednesday. Mr. Darby informed the
candidates of two cases of diversion that he has experiencecl in his
practice site. He advises the candidates that typically technicians divert
drug to sell, while pharmacists divert drug to take. The diversion can
range from the pharmacy employee placing drugs in the pockets of their
smocks to being carried out with the trash to be picked up by another
individual. Be aware! Spend a significant portion of your time knowing
what's going on in your environment. Mr. Darby spoke briefly on the
BoP's wellness program, saying that the success rate for the program is
very high, and encouraged those needing help to seek it.



My D. Phan
Rafia |oy Qadeer
William C. Ramirez
Valerie Ann B. Regaliza
Kara R. Rich
Rebekah A. Rutledge
Ada Seldin
Amy W. Sellers
Tyler W. Stewart
joshua J. Terkeurst

MEMBER DAVID DARBY
them to the Alabama State

Jerrod S. Tidwell
Aaron C. Vaughan Turner
Stephen A. Vincent
Shewanda L. Vines
Kasey Wells
Brittany N. Williams
Monica W. Woods
Jordan L. Wulz

|effrey B. Yother |r.

introduced the candidates, and welcomed
Board of Pharmacy.

PRESIDENT DAN MCCONAGHY introduced himself and stated that he
was from Satsuma, Alabama and informed the candidates that his
position on the Board is an at-large position and is voted on by all
licensed pharmacists in the State of Alabama. His family has been in the
practice of pharmacy and owned a pharmacy since 1,952. He has worked
in various fields of pharmacy including independent pharmacy, home
infusion, nursing homes and hospitals. He instructed the candidates to
read the Supervising Pharmacist Rule, 680-x-2-.'J.2, to become aware of
the specific responsibilities, including security, maintaining licensure,
and record-keeping, in case one or more of them are offered and accept
this designation. He instructed the candidates to notify the board within
10 days of becoming and/or leaving a supervising pharmacist position.
Become involved in national/state/local pharmacy associations.
Participate by paying your dues and becoming active to insure the
practice of pharmacy continues to move forward. Pharmacy is a
profession; not just a job.

VICE PRESIDENT TIM MARTIN introduced himself as the hospital
representative on the board, and informed the candidates that he is the
director of pharmacy for the DCH health system in Tuscaloosa, AL. LIe
advised the candidates to not be a statistic in drug diversion, and to be
vigilant of coworkers that may be diverting drugs. He informed the
candidates of the board's wellness Program, and encouraged anyone
facing a drug problem to seek help.



INTERVIEVys
CANDIDATES FOR PHARMACIST LICENSURE
ALABAMA STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY
BIRMINGHAM′ ALABAMA
IULY 14′2015

0n Wednesday′ July 14′ 2015′ PRFSrDEIVT D4JV″ εεθⅣИGHy called the
Board to order at 6:15pm〔 scheduled for 4:00 pm〕 .

Those present were:

DAN MCCONAGHY
TIM MARTIN
BUDDY BUNCH
DAVID DARBY

The candidates were presented

By Examination:
Leah C. Andress
Andrew W. Artmann
Michelle Bakey
Paige P. Barnes
Alex C. Bishop
Michael A. Brown
Kevin M. Burns
Xi Chen
Kyle Marie Clark
Brandon M, Conti
Kendra Delibert
Kristine A. Dolbeare
Cassie L. Drew
Emily E. Gallogly
Ambree E. Gober

Jennifer M. Golden
Amber W. Greene
Brittney L, Harvell
Stephen F. Henken

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Member

for licensure to the board.

Kellie R. Hilton
Danielle L. Holladay
Folake A. Ige
Sarah W. ]ackson
Patricia K. Keen
Tainashia S, Kegler

Jessica A. Lambert
Christopher M. Lee
Kyung Lee
Christina L. Lichtinger
Nicholas R. Lockhart
Kyle B. Lucas
Alexander f. McNamara
Heather M. Matzke
Chadwick T. Neal
Michael S. Oniszko
Tia M. Oudinot
Ashish J. Patel
Monica P. Payne


